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Summary. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems
are used to control and monitor critical processes. Modern SCADA systems
are increasingly built with off-the-shelf components simplifying their integra-
tion into existing networks. The benefits of increased flexibility and reduced
costs are accompanied by newly introduced challenges regarding SCADA
security/dependability. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies allow for the con-
struction of self-organizing, dependable and large-scale overlays on top of
existing physical networks.
In this paper, we build the base for using P2P to enhance the resilience of
deployed SCADA systems. To this end, we provide a general analysis of both
domains and their compatibility. In addition, we refine the existing classi-
fications of P2P technologies w.r.t. the needs and capabilities of SCADA
systems. Consequently, we identify core P2P-based protection mechanisms
for SCADA systems, based on data and path replication. Our main results
are generic guidelines for the exploitation of P2P technologies to enhance
the SCADA resilience.

Key words: SCADA, Critical Infrastructure Protection, P2P, Dependabil-
ity, Security

1 Introduction

For life in modern-day societies the dependability of Critical Infrastructures (CI),
e.g., power grid or water supply, is of essential character. Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are embedded in these CI for the purpose of
monitoring and controlling them. While the first SCADA systems were built using
proprietary standards and dedicated hardware in closed architectures, the trend is
towards more flexible systems and open protocols like the Internet Protocol (IP).
IP-enabled SCADA components allow usage of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products and integration into existing network structures, e.g., corporate LAN or
WAN like the Internet, thus saving costs of specialized hard-/software and allow-
ing faster adaption to changing requirements. At the same time, this technological
shift towards a networked system, eventually even connected to the Internet, intro-
duces new threats and vulnerabilities to SCADA systems and since the disputed
concept security through obscurity is no longer applicable, previously unnoticed or
ignored security issues might now be exposed. To handle these security challenges,
techniques from conventional networked systems can be transferred to the SCADA
domain.

Unlike the classical client/server concept, where roles are strictly separated, in
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks every node/peer is a client as well as a server. While
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at first mainly used for file-sharing, the active research attention P2P received led to
several new application areas. There is a clear trend away from client/server towards
P2P-based decentralized, self-organizing and fault-tolerant architecture. Similarly,
the migration from the deterministic and client/server-like SCADA architectures
towards P2P-like architectures is desired [1, 2, 3] in order to increase the SCADA
resilience. However, such paradigm switch is challenging for operational, heteroge-
neous and difficult-to-replace SCADA systems. P2P overlays, through their inherent
data and path replication mechanisms, allow to break the determinism of already
deployed SCADA systems and consequently provide for a promising SCADA pro-
tection approach. The main contributions of this paper consist in providing generic
guidelines for using P2P technologies to protect operational SCADA systems. In
particular, we show how an appropriate P2P technique can be selected for a given
SCADA system. This mapping is based on the SCADA system’s properties, require-
ments and the specific application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
SCADA systems, highlighting their characteristics and special needs. In Section 3,
we briefly describe the most prominent P2P techniques and their underlying con-
cepts and design motivations. Consequently, we provide a novel fine-tuned classifi-
cation of P2P techniques according to SCADA-relevant properties. Section 4 details
the requirements, prerequisites and architecture for P2P-enabling while discussing
the potential usage scenarios of P2P to enhance the resilience of SCADA systems.
In Section 5, we describe how one should proceed to select an appropriate P2P tech-
nique for a specific SCADA system. Section 6 presents conclusions and directions
of future work.

2 SCADA Systems Overview

The purpose of SCADA systems is to allow remote human supervision of critical
processes found in infrastructures, industrial sites or other facilities. The two main
tasks of SCADA systems are (a) to collect process data and present it to an operator,
and (b) to forward operator commands to the process where they get executed. In
the following we will give an overview of how SCADA systems are built and how
they operate.

SCADA systems are organized hierarchically. At the lowest level, sensors and
actuators are embedded directly within the industrial processes. At the next level,
Remote Terminal Units (RTU) are connected to possibly multiple sensors or ac-
tuators. A wide range of components can be used as RTU, such as ordinary per-
sonal computers, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), and small-sized/custom
devices. RTUs send their collected data via LAN or WAN to a Master Terminal
Unit (MTU). An MTU gathers accumulated sensor data from RTU, monitors the
system and sends commands to actuators to adjust the system behavior. MTUs vary
in size and can house (1) Human Machine Interface (HMI) stations, which visualize
the system state for human operators, (2) database servers to store received infor-
mation for record-keeping and analysis, (3) data acquisition nodes, which receive
incoming data and forward it for further processing, and (4) data processing nodes
to compute calculations on the received data and execute automated control loops.
It is also possible for an MTU to consist of a single computer with only HMI soft-
ware and a human operator. For large scale SCADA systems spanning over a wide
geographical area, the hierarchy is extended with additional layers of supervisory
stations.

The emerging networked topologies are highly flexible but also highly heteroge-
neous. Networked SCADA systems may be interconnected across whole nations and
beyond, just as the corresponding infrastructures like power grids are. [4] gives an
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example for such a large scale system to monitor a power grid in the US, consisting
of 270 utility stations at different locations with up to 50000 sensors at each of
them. Fig. 1 shows an example topology for a networked SCADA system.
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Fig. 1. Networked SCADA system

Data Flows and Timeliness Requirements: Three types of control loops can be
identified. (i) Safety-critical control loops are realized at RTU level and normally im-
plement emergency protocols to shut down or throttle the process if communication
with the supervisor is interrupted or a critical incident is imminent. The timeliness
constraints for such control loops are in the millisecond-to-second range to allow
very fast responses to potential safety threats. (ii) Operation-critical control loops
are necessary for the process to perform its tasks properly. They may involve several
entities at supervisory level, including human operators. Since one RTU usually is
just one among many, these control loops handle coordination backed by system-
level intelligence and aggregated information to realize complex tasks that involve
multiple entities. The timeliness requirements are less strict here and delay up to
several seconds or even minutes might be acceptable depending on the concrete sce-
nario. However, to enable remote supervision of a process in real-time, low latency
for these control loops is desirable. (iii) Non-critical control loops are used for pro-
cess optimization, record-keeping, higher-level coordination, etc. Their failures can
be compensated and do not critically affect the system. Summarizing, there are two
main, unidirectional data flows in a SCADA hierarchy: (1) Sensor data, upwards
from sensors to higher levels, and (2) control commands, downwards from higher
levels to actuators. In addition, multiple supervisory stations may exchange their
data.

The Main SCADA Perturbations: Based on [5] the perturbations identified for
digital, packet-based messaging of SCADA are delay, jitter, transient loss, perma-
nent loss, eavesdropping and injection. Delayed messages are prevented from arriv-
ing at their destination in time. For messages from sensors this could mean that the
operator is informed of dangerous situations too late. Jitter is a form of delay, where
messages arrive out of order so they fail their intended purpose. Similarly, transient
or permanent message loss may disturb the proper operation of the SCADA system.
Unlike these accidental perturbations, eavesdropping and message injection are de-
liberately conducted by an attacker. Usually, eavesdropping serves the purpose of
collecting data about the system used to prepare further attacks. With message
injection an attacker can send his own commands to actuators or report fake sensor
data to operators, either to hide the real process state or to maneuver them into
taking inappropriate actions.
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3 SCADA-driven Classification of P2P Technologies

After briefly surveying the existing P2P technologies, we present a new classification
for the selection of an appropriate P2P technology to protect SCADA systems in
the presence of faults.

3.1 Overview of P2P

Generally, an overlay network - or short just overlay - is a virtual network con-
structed on top of another physical one, which is called underlay accordingly. Com-
prehensive surveys of existing P2P technologies can be found in [6] and [7].

First-generation Systems - Unstructured Overlays: The first applications that
popularized the term P2P and its underlying technologies were mainly used to share
digital music or other small media files for a large number of Internet users. The tra-
ditional client/server architecture shows both a poor scalability and fault-tolerance
since it centralizes the storage, indexing, search and transfer of data. Instead of
storing all the data, the first P2P technique Napster uses a server only to main-
tain an index of all shared objects and the corresponding users and to provide for
an efficient search. The file storage and transfers only involve the users. Gnutella
[8] provides a fully decentralized P2P architecture. This is achieved by decentraliz-
ing the storage, indexing, search and transfer of data, which is now completed by
users/peers without relying on any centralized entity. Gnutella mainly uses flooding
for topology and data management. When new peers join a Gnutella overlay they
are more likely to connect to an already well connected node (the integration of
new peers follows a power law). Consequently, the performance and fault-tolerance
of the overlay depends on these well-connected node. Performance studies pointed
out Gnutella’s poor performance. Gia [9] improved Gnutella performance through
a designing a flow control mechanism, using random walk instead of flooding and
adapting the topology to the capacity of peers. FastTrack [10] improved Gnutella’s
design and made it scalable with acceptable performance. It did so by exploiting
the invariants that peers are highly heterogeneous w.r.t. to their capabilities and
that the probability for a peer to leave the network is inversely proportional to its
current up-time. Where Gnutella treated all peers equal, FastTrack promotes ordi-
nary peers that are able and willing to take over more responsibilities to so called
super peers.

Second-generation Systems - Structured Overlays: The decentralized P2P sys-
tems introduced so far have problems to locate data efficiently and correctly at the
same time, especially for systems with many peers. Compared to centralized sys-
tems, they lack a global index that contains the location of all data objects existing
within the network. Trying to maintain such a complete index for every peer indi-
vidually does not scale because each one would need to keep track of every object in
the network, resulting in huge coordination complexity. The P2P systems described
next use the concept of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to replace the keyword-
based searching found in first-generation systems. For a DHT, the hash buckets are
distributed among the peers in an overlay network. So to look up the value asso-
ciated with a given key, the peer responsible for the respective bucket has to be
found first. Therefore, the supported operations of a DHT are reduced to lookup(k)
with changed semantics so that it returns the peer responsible for the given key k.
To retrieve, store or delete a value this peer has then to be contacted directly. The
terms routing time and look-up time can be used interchangeably, as the look-up
of a key simply means routing towards it. The challenge of implementing a DHT
is to realize overlay routing for a fully decentralized topology, so that starting from
an arbitrary peer, the one responsible for any given key can be found in a fast and
efficient way.
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There are many different DHT implementations and the most prominent rep-
resentatives are Chord [11], CAN [12], Tapestry [13], Kademlia [14], Pastry [15],
Koorde [16] and Kelips [17].

P2P Applications: Generally, an overlay can extend the underlay’s features or
modify its behavior, for example by adding an additional layer of security like
VPN do, without breaking compatibility or making changes to existing protocols.
This makes overlays especially attractive for use over networks like the Internet,
where modification of currently used protocols is not an easy option. P2P systems
use application-layer overlay networks to realize decentralized organization such
as efficient multicast/streaming [18], distributed storage [19] or event notification
[20]. While the last two could also be put to use in SCADA systems, the primary
interests are overlay features and applications that increase resilience. [21] uses a
structured overlay to overcome link failures by replicating data at other peers. In [3]
a concrete implementation of overlay networks for power grids is presented. These
approaches are considered as a starting point to explore additional P2P applications
or techniques that could be used in a general SCADA system context.

3.2 P2P Classification

Because the conventional classification of decentralized system (structured vs. un-
structured) only relates to their basic underlying principles and does not cover any
specific details, in this section fully distributed P2P technologies will be classified
w.r.t. to the aspects relevant for SCADA protection.

Benchmarking Criteria: The first step necessary to effectively compare and
benchmark P2P systems is an analysis of their distinctive properties and features.
To capture the relevant properties of P2P systems, the following indicators are
commonly used: Topology of the overlay, average length of paths, routing overhead,
maintenance overhead, average peer degree, overlay dynamics, overlay determin-
ism, routing latency, state size on peers, self-optimization, locality, load balancing,
heterogeneity of peer roles, overlay robustness and security level. Evaluation and
benchmarking criteria should consider these indicators. With the SCADA applica-
tions in mind, the focus is on the following benchmarking criteria for given reasons:
(1) Routing latency, due to stringent SCADA timeliness requirements, (2) mini-
mum requirements, because of limited capabilities of legacy SCADA components,
(3) communication overhead, since P2P traffic should not block SCADA commu-
nication, and (4) robustness and security, as these are the aspects that should be
improved for SCADA systems.

Routing Latency : The overlay capabilities of structured and unstructured sys-
tems differ as the former can use directed routing while the latter have to search
blindly, for example by flooding. This has a significant effect on the upper bound
of routing steps. For structured systems with N peers, this is O(logN) or better,
depending on the implementation. For unstructured systems it is O(N). Albeit this
worst case is highly unlikely, especially when using optimized architectures like [9], it
generally shows that for large systems paths are not theoretically bounded in length
and may become very long (Fig. 2 left). Short paths are crucial for low latency as
each additional step not only brings obvious additional delay but also raises the
chance to encounter a low quality link. However, there is no guarantee that these
may not be found on short paths as well. That is why to truly minimize routing
latency self-optimizing and/or locality-aware techniques have to be used. Finding
short paths also depends on the node degree: The higher the number of neighbors,
the higher is the chance to find one close to the destination.

Minimum Requirements: The amount of required memory mainly depends on
the node degree. All introduced structured networks have fixed upper bounds that
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are supposed to be reached because of overlay-specific invariants required for effi-
cient routing. This allows little flexibility for individual peers w.r.t. heterogeneous
capabilities, so the weakest peers in the network actually dictate the maximum
possible state size for all others (Fig. 2 right). Unstructured networks have better
support for heterogeneity because in a random overlay it doesn’t matter if some
peers are only able to manage a few connections as long as the average node degree
is high enough to keep the graph connected. For peers with very low capabilities,
hybrid topologies can relief them of any P2P-specific requirements so they are just
in a client/server relationship with another peer.

Communication Overhead : What is included here is the overhead for routing
and maintenance (Fig. 3). The former varies with the supported overlay operations
since flooded messages spread exponentially resulting in excessive amounts of un-
necessary communication when only addressing a single target. Structured systems,
on the other hand, usually don’t cause additional routing traffic unless it is for
redundant messages or concurrent routing to increase reliability or look-up speed.
The influences on maintenance overhead are state size and specifically node degree.
Connections to neighbors have to be kept up-to-date by checking for disconnected
peers, updating meta-data like roundtrip time, etc. Rigid and complexly constructed
overlay structures generally result in higher message overhead to integrate new peers
or handle membership changes. This implies that unstructured systems have little
maintenance overhead, or at least for them it can be reduced to a low level because
there is no fear that the overlay structure might degrade. The deployment of P2P
should not impact negatively the underlying SCADA application by excessively
consuming network bandwidth. To overcome this issue, [22] proposes to model the
overlay network and bandwidth availabilities as a minimization problem. The prob-
lem is NP-Hard and a heuristic for a distributed algorithm to continuously adapt
P2P neighbour relationships was developed. The adaption results in topologies that
do not excessively stress peers with low bandwidth capacities. This supports high
message availability and low timeliness because messages do not get stuck due to
congestion. The overlay adaption process is repeated regularly because bandwidth
provision in large-scale networks is subject to variations.

Depending on the implementation, dynamic topologies, for example caused by
self-optimization, either have a positive or a negative impact on maintenance. That
is because when using routing messages to update the overlay at the same time,
no explicit maintenance communication is necessary. On the other hand, if self-
optimization causes additional messages this increases the overhead. The same
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statements in the last paragraph about state size and support for heterogeneity
hold here as well.

Robustness and Security : Examining robustness against random failures for un-
structured overlays, [23] shows that when comparing pure random graphs to those
constructed by a power law, the latter are much more resilient when a very high
number of peers (e.g., more than 20%) are dropped. The ability of structured sys-
tems to handle randomly failing peers depends on node degree as shown in [16].
With an average degree of O(logN), a structured system can theoretically recover
even if 50% of the peers fail. The situation changes for targeted attacks. Gener-
ally, whenever responsibilities are concentrated at a few nodes, for example because
of heterogeneous capabilities, these make preferred targets for an attack as their
breakdown has great potential to disrupt the overlay. This also holds for power law
networks when attacking the nodes with highest degree. Though only having an
indirect impact, load balancing also helps to increase overlay robustness as it coun-
teracts failure of nodes due to an overwhelming number of requests. Failures that
are locally concentrated, for instance caused by the effects of a disaster, also lead
to multiple overlay failures in close proximity to each other. It would be safer re-
garding overlay stability if these failures were evenly distributed across the overlay.
The most important aspect about security is how easy it is for an attacker to make
reasonable assumptions about the system. Rigid, deterministically constructed over-
lays as found in some structured systems allow an attacker who is able to deduce
information from intercepted messages to build up knowledge about the system
state; it may even be possible to predict behavior purely based on algorithmic de-
tails. Dynamic topologies make it hard to learn about the system and consequently
complicate a successful attack. Due to the decentralized nature of P2P systems,
attackers are required to control either a large fraction of peers in the network to
gain control over it, or they are required to introduce peers at specific locations
either in the address space or in the topology to enable their malicious intent. Two
famous attacks in this context are the Sybil attack [24] and the Eclipse attack [25].
Both attacks require either introduction or hijacking of notable amounts of peers.
The following two basic measures may avert these attacks. (1) The peer ID assign-
ment needs to be safe, e.g., physical machines must not be admitted to join the
overlay network with multiple IDs at the same time. (2) Topologies should not be
open for extension, i.e., contrary to file sharing networks, some serious applications
may define a fixed set of nodes that is allowed to participate in the overlay network
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and thereby excludes newly introduced nodes on behalf of an attacker. The second
measure can be realized by using an admission protocol [26].

4 Increasing SCADA Protection with P2P Technology

Now that an overview of both SCADA and P2P technologies has been given, we will
attempt to bring them together. This is achieved by discussing general feasibility,
technical prerequisites and architecture, and analyzing prospective applications.

4.1 P2P-enabling: Requirements, Prerequisites and Architecture

Because of the critical nature of security and dependability for SCADA systems,
the following basic objectives should be followed when applying P2P techniques:
(1) The underlying SCADA system’s dependability and in particular QoS2 should
not be degraded and the overall system resilience should be increased, and (2) solu-
tions to newly introduced P2P vulnerabilities must exist and their costs should not
outweigh the P2P benefits. The P2P overlays introduced so far are built for use in
a large-scale network, namely the Internet, so to qualify as a peer a computer must
be connected and implement the Internet Protocol Suite to be able to communi-
cate. The INSPIRE project [27] shows how P2P can be integrated into the SCADA
message flow by adding an additional middleware layer, where all P2P-related func-
tions are realized. This middleware should be supported by an underlying operating
system for a peer to take a full part as a member of the overlay.

We follow an intrusive, active monitoring approach of SCADA systems, contrary
to [1, 2], which design a P2P-based passive monitoring architecture for smart micro
power grids as a specific type of SCADA system. Working with a fixed and well-
known population even allows for a minimal overlay maintenance overhead. As
P2P architectures are usually open for new, unknown participants, these systems
inherently do not offer any methods for access control. These have to be implemented
since SCADA systems are necessarily closed and must only consist of well-known
entities.

4.2 Potential P2P Benefits for SCADA

Considering a representative scenario in which an interruption of the SCADA mes-
sage flow has been detected, e.g., from an RTU to a server in the MTU, we preset
different possible applications that can be implemented when using a P2P overlay
to maintain the SCADA resilience. Naturally, as structured and unstructured ar-
chitectures differ in functionality, so does the way these applications on top of them
are implemented. The two basic methods to exchange data between the otherwise
disconnected entities are rerouting and replication. Rerouting means that the RTU
(re)sends its messages via overlay to the server, representing a push approach. For
replication on the other hand the RTU’s data is replicated at alternative locations
where the server can pull it from. Though per definition replication has a slightly
larger communication overhead since it is done in two steps, ultimately the SCADA
application may dictate which method to use. Another distinction is made between
direct and indirect rerouting: Either the overlay is used to directly transfer the
message itself, or just to find and establish an intact path to the server that can
subsequently be used. Which method is more efficient depends on multiple factors:
For large message sizes it is better to find a short, high quality path first instead of

2 QoS refers to message delivery time, quantifiable by calculating values for mean, maxi-
mum and standard deviation.
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transmitting large amounts of data over multiple hops with potential delay and/or
low throughput; the same goes for frequent message loss, in which case one path can
be reused multiple times. For small messages and/or transient loss direct sending is
better suited since there is no overhead. For replication, the two basic approaches
are to either wait until a failure has been detected and then react, or to proac-
tively replicate all data regardless of failures. Unlike reactive replication, the latter
strategy will cause permanent background traffic and require a constant amount of
memory. It has the advantage that no coordination between the replicating RTU
and the server is necessary and failure detection capabilities are only required on
the server side. In the following, we discuss general implementation strategies for
rerouting and replication in unstructured and then structured P2P overlays.

Applications for Unstructured P2P Systems. Rerouting : As explained earlier,
unstructured systems do not support directed routing towards a certain destination;
instead the overlay has to be searched randomly, e.g., by using a distributed algo-
rithm based on random walk or flooding. What is different for routing compared to
object search is that ultimately the destination of the message is already known.
This means it is not necessary to route through the overlay exclusively until the
server is reached; once an arbitrary peer that still has a functioning connection to
the latter is found, delivery can proceed through the underlay from there on. This
is desirable considering that every further hop once a working path is available only
increases delay without any benefit. Based on this idea, for direct rerouting mes-
sages are simply forwarded through the overlay until a peer can deliver them. A
flooding-based algorithm is likely to find such a peer faster as it can search along
multiple paths at once at the price of higher bandwidth consumption and possibly
redundant message delivery. Random walking will not cause additional traffic but
is likely to take longer when forwarding over multiple hops. All this also applies to
the indirect method, but with a modified procedure: First find a peer p that can
reach server s, e.g., by using flooding or random walk. Then send messages via p to
s. Since not the data messages themselves are used but only requests on who can
reach s, the overhead is not as large as it would be for same technique with direct
rerouting, thus making flooding more attractive for this approach.

Replication: In unstructured systems data replication is realized by distributing
data to multiple peers. Due to the random nature of the overlay there is no way
to deterministically find out where a certain data object will be replicated. The
server has to search for the data. Unlike for rerouting, here it’s not possible to
take any shortcuts, because replication is realized on top of the overlay. Reactive
replication will start forwarding its messages to its neighbors once a failure has
been detected. Additionally, it will send a notification to the server via overlay,
causing him to start searching. Since it takes some time until new data has spread
across a system with many peers and reasonable bandwidth limits, the time until
the failure is detected, plus the time until the server has received the notification,
plus the time for the server to find it while still sparsely replicated is likely to
exceed SCADA timeliness constraints. Proactive replication will require a constant
amount of background traffic and memory. [28] shows optimal strategies on how to
select peers for replication to minimize search time and maximize discovery rate.
Nevertheless, replication in other than small-scale unstructured systems seems to
be a poor choice when compared to rerouting as it takes longer, is more complicated
and yet consumes more bandwidth and memory.

Applications for Structured P2P Systems. Rerouting : The general premises
and features established for unstructured systems hold here. Since in structured
networks peers are addressed by routing towards them, a proposed algorithm for
direct rerouting is to forward a message along its overlay path to its destination
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and checking for an available underlay connection at every hop to directly deliver
it, well aware that for exclusive overlay routing this would lead to congestion close
to the destination. Indirect rerouting, with sender p, receiver s and message m
could be implemented by first looking up peer q, who is responsible for m, and
then sending m via q to s. While for pure overlay rerouting unstructured systems
would clearly outperform structured ones, this is not the case here. Getting closer
to the destination with every hop in the overlay does not relate to the probability
of encountering a node with a non-broken underlay path to the former.

Replication: Replication in structured systems can be realized by using all peers
in the overlay for distributed data storage, accessible over the DHT interface. As
structured networks offer more functional possibilities, there are many possible al-
gorithms. An example given in [21] for a reactive approach originated by the sender
p of a data message m on failure detection works in three steps: First, m is stored
in the DHT with its unique identifier. Then, the server s, which was the original
recipient for m detects (through the SCADA application logic) the loss or delay of
m. Finally, s can retrieve m from the DHT. Another schematic algorithm, this time
for proactive replication: Every peer p deterministically picks i random surrogate
peers q1, q2, . . . , qi, at which it replicates its data. As soon as a server can’t reach p it
instead tries to obtain the required data from the surrogates. In conclusion, struc-
tured systems are well suited for data replication since they have scalable upper
bounds and offer built-in load balancing.

5 Mapping P2P Techniques to SCADA Systems

After discussing the general applicability of P2P technologies for SCADA protec-
tion, we now investigate how to select a specific P2P technique for a given SCADA
system. Our P2P technology mapping onto SCADA systems is generic and consid-
ers the generic rerouting and data replication mechanisms and does not make any
assumptions regarding scale, capabilities or topology of the SCADA system. Gener-
ally, it might not be appropriate to deploy a single P2P overlay on top of the whole
SCADA system, e.g., to preserve locality of privacy of data. In such a case, different
parts of the system have to be viewed and analyzed separately. Consequently, one
should first identify the logical subsystems, and then select a suitable P2P technique
for each subsystem.

5.1 Identification of Subsystems

There exist a number of mandatory criteria for partitioning the large-scale SCADA
system: (a) Physical network topology as peers must be able to communicate etc,
(b) security policies that may close off certain parts of a system to prevent external
access or information leaks, and (c) ownership, as different parts of the system may
be operated by different entities, thus should belong to different overlays. Addition-
ally, included are legal obligations, regulations or political reasons. The resulting
subsystems are unique, so a single one might be created for a number of reasons.
Besides these non-negotiable aspects, further subsystems can be created based on
the data flow model. It might be a bad idea to send operation-critical and non-
critical message over the same overlay as both have very different requirements.
The same goes for small-sized messages and larger ones. On the other hand, since
many P2P properties like robustness increase with scale, overlays should be shared
if possible. Fig. 4 shows an example of how multiple subsystems are identified within
a generic SCADA hierarchy. The resulting subsystems are not necessarily disjoint,
since points acting as bridges between two SCADA layers may be contained in two
or more of those.
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Fig. 4. Subsystem identification

5.2 Selection of Appropriate P2P Techniques

Once a subsystem has been identified, a specific P2P technique can be selected,
depending on the following aspects: (1) Scale, i.e., the number of peers meeting
the P2P prerequisites, (2) requirements, i.e., certain properties the SCADA ap-
plications expect, e.g., timeliness constraints, communication model (push/pull),
reliability etc, and (3) capabilities, i.e., peer resources and capabilities, i.e. memory,
computational power, bandwidth, etc.

Assuming P2P is feasible, the first major choice is selecting the type of P2P
application. Two possible options were discussed in Section 4.2, namely rerouting
and data replication.

Small-scale?

NoYes

Unstructured DHT

P2P techniques

Application?

Rerouting

Data replication

Yes

Hybrid (DHT+
Centralized) Pure DHT

DHT

Highly heterogeneous?
Low capability peers?

No

Fig. 5. Decision tree for basic technique

For rerouting, the use of a unstructured overlay is suggested, for the reasons
given in Sections 3.2 and 4.2. In short these are:(1) High overlay flexibility w.r.t.
to minimum requirements, node heterogeneity, selection of neighbors etc, (2) the
overlay itself is very scalable, only searching in it is not. For rerouting this is not an
issue since the underlay is used as soon as possible, (3) a random topology which is
hard to predict and robust against failures, and (4) Low maintenance overhead.

For data replication the case is more complex. Generally, DHT are preferred
(see Section 4.2), however, for small-scale systems these make little sense since all
properties regarding load balancing, neighbor selection etc. converge only for a high
number of peers. Because of this, small-scale data replication is best realized with a
highly connected unstructured overlay comparable to RON. Fig. 5 (left) summarizes
the decision tree up to this point.
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Because DHT don’t support heterogeneous peers, the peers with the lowest
capacities set the upper bound. So if there happens to be a big gap in terms of
capabilities between the peers, a hybrid system should be considered, where the
weaker peers are being managed by the stronger ones. This generally holds for
situations where a minority thwarts overall performance.

In Section 3.2 three basic classes were identified, with respectively high, medium
or low needs. To decide which concrete DHT to use one has to balance between re-
quirements, capabilities and scale. Assuming that performance should be prioritized
in terms of routing latency and robustness, this is achieved by utilizing as much ca-
pacities as possible. In Fig. 5 (right) the decision tree is completed for DHT.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper provided a comprehensive analysis and classification of existing P2P
technologies and their abilities to fulfil a SCADA system’s needs. The pitfalls when
using P2P techniques in a SCADA context were identified and a set of guidelines
and best practices on how to avoid them were established. Previously designed
P2P approaches were integrated into a taxonomy and their algorithmic principles
were compared to those of other, newly proposed methods. To map specific P2P
technologies to a given system, it was first shown how to partition it into different
classes. The selection of appropriate techniques for each of those classes was based
on previously drawn conclusions. This paper developed basic rules and concepts for
the combination of SCADA and P2P. Furthermore, the analysis of P2P technologies
for these specific types of applications provides a foundation for future research such
as the application of the described methods for concrete SCADA systems to gain
additional insights. Furthermore, trustworthiness measures should be developed to
quantify and assess the overall increase of SCADA resilience through the P2P-
enabling.
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